Control of crosslinking by quaternary structure changes during bacteriophage HK97 maturation.
Radical structural changes drive the maturation of the capsid of HK97, a lambda-like, dsDNA bacteriophage of Escherichia coli. These include expansion from approximately 560 to approximately 660 A in diameter, metamorphosis from a round to an angular shape, and formation of covalent crosslinks between adjacent capsomers. Analogous transformations also occur in unrelated viruses and protein complexes. We find that expansion and crosslinking happen concurrently during maturation at low pH. Expansion causes residues on three different subunits to move up to 35 A to form 420 active sites that each catalyze the formation of a lysine-asparagine crosslink between adjacent subunits, making crosslink formation an indirect reporter of structural change. Intermediate crosslinking patterns support a previously proposed model of expansion, while hydrophobic properties aid in distinguishing discrete intermediates. A structure derived from cryo-EM images reveals the free intermediate conformation of penton arms, supporting our model for coordinated movement of hexons and pentons on the capsid lattice.